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DANIEL affirms its vision of design through two new products 

DANIEL, the Paris based brand founded by Etienne Delorme and launched in 2018, is              
coming to Milan for the second time. They are back with two additional pieces and the                
collection that was on pre-order before, now available for sale. 

 
This year’s exhibition will be happening at the        
Ventura Future event, in the heart of the        
Fuorisalone design district Tortona. The first      
collection, which includes Ferréol Babin’s iconic      
table lamp “Plateau” will be available for retailers        
and interior designers to discover from 9 until 14         
April at BASE Milano.  
 
After a year and a half of development DANIEL is          
ready to partner up and sell its products to the          
public. And for the occasion of Ventura Future, they         
bring two new projects that are in the making.  
 
Belgian encounters  

For its novelties, DANIEL has opted to explore        
Belgian talent. In the search for harmonious       

interiors to shine noiselessly, Belgium seems to have somewhat of a knack to impress              
through simplicity.  
 
Renaud Meunier is one of those discoveries, with his sensitive eye for detail and shape.               
Having sculpted the original form of the vase Ô by hand, he has managed to create a unique                  
piece that stands out, inspired by the curves of ancient metal gourds. The sensual lines of                
the piece and the porcelain material give it a poetic feel, an effortless elegance that               
unmistakably earned its spot in the collection.  



 
  

 
First piece of furniture 
The shelf Albatross is a creation by designer-craftsman Frédéric Richard. He has gradually             
extracted elements of his drawings to keep only what to him, constitutes the soul of this                
piece. You’ll notice a pursuit of lightness, which always is a result of an intense and                
elaborate process more than we sometimes care to think.  
 
“Not only are we proud to present this shelf because it is an expression of our belief in                  
quality assembly, but it is the first piece of furniture amongst a collection of designer objects                
for everyday ceremony, moving towards a collection of designer furniture.” 

Etienne Delorme 
 

 
 
Tickets for the event are on sale on the Ventura Projects’s website or directly via DANIEL:                
etienne@daniel-edition.com. 
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